COUNTERFEIT BANDS REPORTED!
Below is a list of counterfeit bands recently reported. There are others being reported as well and will be listed in future publications. *These bands are not to be allowed in any AU sanctioned race. If they are, race results for the entire club or combine will be removed from the NDB.*

AU 2019 MISSIL (reported in Arizona)
AU 2019 KiKo Loft (reported in Arizona)
AU 2019 ARPU with first number being a zero (Found in Indiana. No AU bands begin with the number 0.)
AU 2019 NL (purple bands found in Indiana)
AU 2019 GB (green/yellow reported in Indiana)
AU 2019 ARPU blue bands (reported in Texas)
AU 2019 ARPU gold bands (used in California)

We want to remind members that the "AU" is a registered trademark of the AU and legal action will be taken to protect our trademark and copyrighted material/assets.